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1. Quirico

The Quirico Company specialises in
sourcing beautiful, interesting and
well-made pieces of furniture from
around the world, including Europe
and the Middle East.
www.thequiricocompany.com

2. Dovetail Lifestyle Furniture

Providing dining chairs with a
difference, Dovetail offers an
enormous amount of choice. With a
total of 120 fabrics from the Stuart
Jones A&B book – and seven types of
leg also available – the possibilities
for unique dining settings are
seemingly unending. For details,
contact the 3D Partnership:
01565 613077.

3. Spina Design

This gliding sateen panel is the
invention of Spina. Used as a
decorative room divider, it is made
of double satin ribbon with crystal
detailing.
www.spinadesign.co.uk

4. Lizzie Mary Cullen

Creating fantastical murals is just
one string in the illustrious bow of
Lizzie Mary Cullen. Named this year
as one of the industry’s “leading
lights” by Design Week, the designerillustrator includes MTV in her client
list and is currently working on a
new book.
www.lizziemarycullen.com

5. Skinflint Design

Lighting consultants and purveyors
of original lighting from the 1920s to
the 1960s, Skinflint has a fascinating
collection of both residential and
architectural designs. As well as
bespoke pieces, ceiling, wall, table
and floor-standing lighting are also
available.
www.skinflintdesign.co.uk

6. Evitavonni

Luxury interiors brand, Evitavonni,
continues to expand its portfolio of
exclusive products with the addition
of new furniture and accessories by
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Arca. The art-deco inspired pieces
are hand-crafted in Italy to produce
seating, dressing tables, lighting and
accessories.
www.evitavonni.co.uk

7. Undergrowth Design

Hand-upholstered in London with
specialist wood distressing on the
legs, this elegant chair is part of the
Remnants of Nature collection from
Undergrowth. Each Louis XIV chair
is made to order and the fabric is by
Tina Tsang.
www.undergrowthdesign.com

8. Alexena Cayless

With a diverse port folio, furniture
designer Alexena Cayless produces
original pieces that invite
exploration and discussion. Given
a new “skin”, so to speak, these
chairs have been given a new lease
of design life, with a fresh and
contemporary feel.
www.alexenacayless.co.uk
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9. Alex R

A glass artist, Alex R’s work is
immediately compelling and
opulent. Blending intricate surface
detail with vibrant colours, each
piece is hand-made in her Londonbased studio.
www.alex-r.com

10. Catherine Hammerton

Intricate, bespoke and detailed are
just three ways to describe the
wallpaper of Catherine Hammerton.
Also a textile artist, her work has an
up tempo vintage feel that works
well with kitsch and contemporary
styling.
www.catherinehammerton.com
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